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Abstract

There are nearly 12 million cancer survivors living in the United States, and the number continues to rise with ongoing improvements in treatment and screening. Assuring the long-term health of these patients poses both clinical and public health concerns. Survivorship research covers multiple aspects of life after a cancer diagnosis, including quality of life, acute and late effects of cancer treatment and mortality. Answering these questions requires a wide array of data, including information on the outcomes of interest, treatment history, and lifestyle. One potentially efficient approach to studying late effects and survivorship is to convert or extend existing epidemiologic studies of cancer etiology. In this article, we evaluate the different potential approaches for doing this and the challenges this entails. Our evaluation highlights the combinations of research topic and design most likely to succeed. We show that any question that relates to the existing information including prediagnosis lifestyle factors or genetics (if samples are available) could be efficiently studied, with an appropriate design. On the other hand, most, though not all converted studies would be ill-suited to the evaluation of the effect of treatment and postdiagnosis lifestyle changes. In terms of endpoints, hard outcomes including mortality and second cancers are more likely to be available within the existing study framework than other morbidities or quality of life. In light of the costs and time required to build new cohorts, appropriately leveraging the existing studies offers an important opportunity to gain new insights into cancer survivorship for both clinicians and patients. Cancer Epidemiol Biomarkers Prev; 21(6); 875–80. ©2012 AACR.

Introduction

The population of cancer survivors in the United States is approaching 12 million patients (1) and will continue to expand with ongoing improvements in treatment and screening. Assuring the long-term health of these patients poses both clinical and public health concerns. Consequently, a growing body of research addresses numerous related topics, from quality of life and patterns of medical care in these patients to acute and late effects of their cancer treatment and mortality. Answering these questions requires a wide array of data, including information on the specific outcomes of interest, treatment history, and lifestyle, as well as biologic samples. Finding an appropriate study setting in which such data are available or can reasonably be collected can be both challenging and expensive (2). Currently, only a few studies have been developed that provide the array of data described above, and these are focused on childhood cancer survivors (3, 4). The Childhood Cancer Survivor Study is one of the best examples of a large-scale study that has data on all the potential exposures, and the power and information to study a wide variety of outcomes (3). A comparable study of adulthood cancer survivors has been recommended (5), but to date no large-scale cohort has been launched.

One potentially efficient approach to studying late effects and survivorship, particularly for adult cancer survivors, is to convert or extend existing epidemiologic studies of first primary cancer etiology. The use of existing studies provides a number of advantages including lifestyle information, possibly biologic samples, contact details, and consent for follow-up for a large population. Additional information will, however, most likely be required to answer most study questions. We evaluate different potential approaches and challenges this entails, illustrating the potential and the pitfalls with examples from some specific studies. We consider the impact of the design of the existing study (cohort and case control), the key types of exposure information (treatment, lifestyle, and biologic samples), and issues related to outcome ascertainment. The strengths and weaknesses of this approach depend heavily on the outcome of interest and design of the original epidemiologic study. Therefore, we propose the types of questions that can most efficiently and effectively be studied in the setting of cancer survivor studies refitted from etiologic studies.
Treatment data

Typically, limited availability of treatment data poses the greatest challenge to converting epidemiologic studies of cancer etiology to cancer survivor studies. Careful consideration of the level of detail required for different research questions often can mitigate this problem. If treatment forms the key exposure of interest (e.g., for studies of the acute or late effects of treatment), then high levels of completeness and detail will be essential. Conversely, if treatment is just a potentially weak confounder of the effects of some other exposure of interest (e.g., continued smoking), then far less stringent requirements apply. One can consider 5 different approaches to obtaining treatment data.

Medical record abstraction. Although medical records provide the most accurate and comprehensive source of detailed treatment information, obtaining them can be prohibitively time-consuming and expensive, particularly if the original study is a large, multicenter cohort study with patients diagnosed over a lengthy period of time. Investigators need to recontact patients or their next-of-kin to request consent to abstract their treatment histories, and abstractors would need to visit numerous treatment centers. If the original study was a hospital-based case-control study, then this may have some advantages over population-based studies in that the initial treatment (at least) would have been conducted in a limited number of centers. Cancer etiology studies that have been conducted within the co-operative clinical trial groups could also be another efficient setting, especially if the electronic treatment databases are available for the treatment histories.

For all studies, regardless of their original design, an important consideration is the timing of the data collection with respect to diagnosis. Treatment may not yet be complete for patients who had their first primary cancer diagnosed most recently, necessitating collection of the first course of treatment only, or return at subsequent time points to update treatment histories. Ascertainment of complete treatment histories will be particularly difficult for cancers in which treatment may last many years, such as breast cancer.

Cancer registries. If investigators identify the first primary cancers through cancer registries, they can usually obtain some basic treatment data directly from the registries. However, the treatment data are usually restricted to the first course of treatment according to broad categories (e.g., chemotherapy, radiotherapy, surgery, hormonal therapy, and immunotherapy). Previous assessments of such data in Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) registries suggest this approach may lead to substantial amounts of missing treatment information (6). As mentioned above, if treatment is only necessary because it may be a weak confounder of the exposure under study, then this level of information may be sufficient. Furthermore, although the treatment data are known to be incomplete, results of overall analyses adjusted for treatment category can be compared with results of sensitivity analyses in subsets of patients known to have received particular treatments.

Alternatively, a combination of registry data and medical record abstraction for a subset of patients can be used for sensitivity analyses and validation. For example, investigations of factors related to overall survival among patients with non-Hodgkin lymphoma (NHL) from a recent population-based case–control study conducted in 4 SEER areas used basic treatment information readily available from the cancer registries for the main analyses, which was supplemented by an assessment of the data quality by medical record abstraction in a single study center (7, 8).

Record linkage. Electronic records offer a great advantage in terms of cost and efficiency for a large population spread across a wide geographical area. The approach and availability will be highly dependent on the health system in the country in which the original epidemiologic study was conducted. In countries without centralized health systems, such as the United States, the need to merge or collect data from multiple health systems will be extremely time consuming, not only because of the need to visit multiple locations but also because of the time required to standardize the data. Electronic medical records are frequently less detailed than paper records, and therefore key treatment details for some research questions (e.g., radiotherapy fields or chemotherapy dose) may not have been captured. For example, in the United States, linkage to Medicare claims data is one approach that has been used in the Iowa Women’s Health Study (9) and is under consideration in a number of other epidemiologic cohorts. The obvious limitation of Medicare is that it restricts the study population to those aged 65 and older at the time of treatment and claims data may be subject to biases from billing practices or suffer from lack of sufficiently detailed information (e.g., drug doses). More options may be available in countries with universal health care. In the United Kingdom, the availability of electronic hospital episode statistics for individual patient record linkage studies recently has been expanded from Scotland to England (10). This enables reconstruction of certain aspects of treatment history, such as surgery, but other sources would still be needed for outpatient treatments and prescriptions. In Scandinavia, some disease registries are available with relatively detailed and complete treatment histories, such as the Danish Breast Cancer Co-operative Group (11).

Self report. Patients can provide some limited data on their treatment histories with interviews or questionnaires. Self-report, however, suffers from potential biases due to being limited to patients that had survived to the time of the collection process, unless the collection was initiated at the beginning of the study. In addition, patients—particularly childhood cancer survivors—may not accurately remember their treatment history (12). There is some evidence though, at least for breast cancer patients, that basic self-reported treatment data are reliable (13).
Proxy variables. Can specific tumor characteristics such as stage, histology, and/or grade serve as surrogates for treatment? Some have proposed that, for certain cancer sites, these characteristics may suffice for adjustment for potential confounding by treatment. This strategy is most appropriate if treatment tightly correlates with the characteristics during the study period—a reasonable assumption for colon cancer, for which treatment is relatively consistent by stage, but not for prostate cancer, which has numerous treatment options for tumors of the same stage. If detailed information about the first primary cancer diagnosis has not been collected as part of the standard outcome ascertainment process, similar approaches to those described for obtaining treatment data could be used to collect these tumor characteristics.

Overcoming the hurdle of obtaining treatment data is of critical importance for considering the value of converting an existing epidemiologic study of cancer etiology to a cancer a survivor study. For questions relating to survival, at least some data on treatment (or a proxy) will probably always be required because of the strong impact of treatment on patient survival. Studies of acute and late effects of treatment that require detailed treatment data likely will be extremely resource intensive. For studies of second cancer etiology more broadly, it may be feasible to design a study question in which treatment is highly unlikely to act as a confounder. However, the potential for unforeseen confounders to be lurking due to collider–stratification bias needs to be assessed, as described further below.

Lifestyle information

Unlike treatment data, behavioral, environmental, and genetic data may be abundant in existing studies of cancer etiology. Indeed, this is a major rationale for leveraging existing studies instead of starting afresh. Attention needs to be paid though to the question of the relevant exposure period (e.g., lifetime exposure vs. current exposure) and whether exposures are modifiable or not. In a study designed from the outset as a survivorship study, the lifestyle data would likely be ascertained sometime soon after study enrollment and close to cancer diagnosis. This questionnaire could ask about current exposures but also about changes in habits since cancer diagnosis. Converting a first primary case–control study into a survivorship study would obviously closely approximate this design, although typically only prediagnosis behavior is collected. In contrast, a cohort study will not have information on lifestyle after the first primary cancer diagnosis unless multiple follow-up questionnaires are administered. It would, however, have the advantage that the prediagnostic information should be more reliable and accurate as it was not recalled after the first primary cancer diagnosis. Although this will not necessarily be a bias in a case–control study, nondifferential misclassification can still dilute the risk estimates, and cancer patients may have particularly poor recall of past behavior.

One challenge in using this prediagnostic information is the length of the interval between baseline and first primary cancer diagnosis, and the variability in this interval. For research questions that require data on current exposures, the availability of repeat questionnaires during follow-up for some cohort studies may make it feasible to reduce the interval between exposure ascertainment and the first primary cancer diagnosis by using the questionnaire closest to that diagnosis, but current exposure may still be highly misclassified. The Health, Eating, Activity and Lifestyle (HEAL) study showed substantial changes in physical activity and weight during the years immediately following a breast cancer diagnosis (14, 15). In contrast, continued tobacco use is persistent, even among patients diagnosed with tobacco-related cancer (16, 17). Thus, the level of exposure misclassification may depend on the exposure of interest and the characteristics of the patient population under study.

For the purpose of counseling cancer survivors in the clinic, the assessment of lifestyle information after the first primary cancer was diagnosed remains essential. The administration of a new questionnaire would resolve the above-mentioned limitations, but greatly reduces the advantages of converting the initial study if the existing information is to be largely disregarded.

Biologic samples

The availability of biospecimens is another potential key benefit that could be obtained from leveraging an existing epidemiologic study for cancer survivor research. In particular, prediagnostic blood samples in many existing cohort studies represent a precious resource for investigation of a range of biomarkers related to various outcomes of interest. In contrast, most existing case–control studies will only have postdiagnostic—and potentially even posttreatment–biospecimens, limiting the questions that can be studied to those biomarkers that are not likely to be affected by the first primary cancer diagnosis or treatment (e.g., germline DNA). Many fewer studies have the capability of obtaining tumor tissue, and tissue retrieval is resource intensive because patients are likely to have been diagnosed in many different hospitals. Nevertheless, it may be possible to obtain tumor tissue for a small number of patients to address specific research questions.

Outcome ascertainment

Survivorship studies encompass an extremely wide range of different outcomes, from quality of life to death. Whatever the outcome of interest, a key requirement will be to ascertain complete and comprehensive follow-up for that event plus competing risks for an extended period of time. For this reason, existing etiology studies may be better suited to evaluation of harder endpoints such as mortality and second primary cancers. An exception to this would be other comorbidities if they have been ascertained actively via follow-up questionnaires in an existing prospective cohort study, such as assessment of depression and Parkinson’s disease in the NIH–AARP Diet and Health study cohort (18). Many current
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It would not usually be related to alcohol consumption age at menarche is a potential confounder. Although second esophageal cancer in breast cancer survivors, of the relationship between alcohol consumption and lurking due to the selection criteria, and an example is the identification of additional confounders that may be normal weight patients (22). Causal diagrams can aid survival research that may be due at least in part to additional setting. There are some interesting paradoxes in interest, the usual criteria for a confounder in the traditional analysis. In an active reporting system, a specially tailored questionnaire will be necessary to ensure that second primary cancers can be differentiated from recurrence, metastases, or repeated reporting of the initial cancer.

Analytical issues
Selection of a subpopulation—attractive at first glance—can produce substantial collider–stratification bias (21). This often overlooked source of bias in survivorship studies can occur if the risk factor under study for survival (or some other outcome) affects the risk of developing the original disease (i.e., the first primary cancer). Any other risk factors that are also related to the first primary cancer (the collider) and second cancer can become confounders when you stratify on that collider (i.e., select according to it), even if they are not related to the exposure of interest, the usual criteria for a confounder in the traditional setting. There are some interesting paradoxes in survival research that may be due at least in part to collider–stratification bias, such as obesity and cardiovascular disease patients. Paradoxically, studies consistently have shown that patients who are obese seem to survive longer following cardiovascular disease than normal weight patients (22). Causal diagrams can aid the identification of additional confounders that may be lurking due to the selection criteria, and an example is shown in Fig. 1. In this hypothetical example of a study of the relationship between alcohol consumption and second esophageal cancer in breast cancer survivors, age at menarche is a potential confounder. Although it would not usually be related to alcohol consumption in the general population, a relationship is induced between these 2 variables as they are both risk factors for breast cancer (the selected population for the study). Therefore, to correctly estimate the relationship between alcohol and esophageal cancer in this population, age at menarche should be included as an adjustment variable.

The sample size is also an important analytic issue for consideration. For some outcomes of interest, or for any studies of survivors of rarer first primary cancers, even the largest existing cohorts may not have sufficient sample size and therefore a pooling approach may be required. The problem of sample size will be enhanced further if a specific duration of survival after the first primary cancer diagnosis is added as a requirement for entry into the subcohort, for example, if 2 or 5 years survival is required. Most standard methodologic considerations for pooling (e.g., challenges of exposure harmonization, evaluation of interstudy heterogeneity) should apply in this setting, though particular care might be warranted in assessing comparability of outcome ascertainment. In addition, comparability of the study populations may be a concern, if the original etiologic studies were not focused on the general population.

Summary
Survivorship research covers multiple aspects of life after a cancer diagnosis, and conversion of existing etiology studies, regardless of their design, cannot address all the questions in this extremely broad field of research. Our evaluation highlights the combinations of research topic and original study design most likely to succeed, and we summarize the likely availability of the necessary information in Table 1. We show that any question that relates to the existing information including prediagnosis lifestyle factors or genetics (if samples are available) could be efficiently studied, with an appropriate design. On the other hand, most, though not all converted studies would be ill-suited to the evaluation of the effect of treatment and post first cancer diagnosis lifestyle changes. In terms of endpoints, hard outcomes including mortality and second cancers are more likely to be available within the existing...
Table 1. Summary of the typical availability of exposure and outcome data when converting epidemiologic studies of cancer etiology to survivorship studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Original study design</th>
<th>Exposure type and availability</th>
<th>Outcome variable and availability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cohort</td>
<td>Treatment Not routinely available. Detailed information difficult to collect. Basic information may be sufficient for confounding adjustment.</td>
<td>Mortality Routinely available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lifestyle Prediagnosis routinely available, postdiagnosis depends on availability of follow-up questionnaires.</td>
<td>Second cancers Usually available, but care needed to define second cancers versus recurrence or metastases.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Biologic samples If available usually prediagnosis.</td>
<td>Other morbidities Possibly available if active outcome ascertainment is routinely used.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case control</td>
<td>Treatment Not routinely available. Detailed information difficult to collect. Basic information may be sufficient for confounding adjustment.</td>
<td>Mortality Not routinely available. Can be obtained with record linkage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lifestyle Retrospective prediagnosis routinely available, postdiagnosis rarely available.</td>
<td>Second cancers Not routinely available. Can be obtained with record linkage or via questionnaire.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Biologic samples If available always postdiagnosis and possibly posttreatment.</td>
<td>Other morbidities Not routinely available. Can be obtained with record linkage or via questionnaire.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

study framework than other morbidities or quality of life. Despite the limitations described, the use of existing studies provides a number of advantages including lifestyle information, possibly biologic samples, contact details, and consent for follow-up for a large population. In light of the costs and time required to build new cohorts, appropriately leveraging the existing etiology studies offers an important opportunity to gain new insights into cancer survivorship for both clinicians and patients.
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